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Abstract—NASA and the planetary science community have been exploring the potential contributions of stratospheric balloons to decadal class planetary science. Previous studies of the ~200 questions raised in the Decadal Survey have identified about 45 topics that are potentially suitable for addressing by stratospheric balloon platforms. A stratospheric balloon mission was flown in the fall of 2014 called BOPPS, Balloon Observation Platform for Planetary Science. This mission observed a number of planetary targets including two Oort cloud comets. The optical system and instrumentation payload was able to provide unique measurements of the intended targets and increase our understanding of these primitive bodies and their implications for us here on Earth. This paper will discuss the mission, instrumentation and initial results and how these may contribute to the broader planetary science objectives of NASA and the scientific community.

This paper will also identify how the instrument platform on BOPPS may be able to contribute to future balloon-based science. Finally the paper will address potential future enhancements and the expected science impacts should those enhancements be implemented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

NASA and the planetary science community have been exploring the potential contribution(s) of stratospheric balloons to decadal class planetary science. Previous work [1,2] has shown that significant progress can be made by answering over 20 percent of the key questions called out in the current Planetary Science Decadal Survey.[3] A recent study conducted on this subject revealed that a one meter aperture telescope, coupled with a pointing system that could achieve one arcsecond or better pointing stability, and an imaging instrument suite covering the near ultraviolet (NUV) to mid infra-red (MIR) spectrum, namely 300 nm to 5 micron wavelengths, would be able to make significant contributions to planetary science. Such a platform, if designed correctly, has the potential of providing new and high-value science even after repeated flights. This is possible because of the
breadth of available targets, the science questions addressable, and the variety of observing opportunities. The recent development and system demonstration afforded by the BOPPS mission underscores the potential balloon-borne payloads have for planetary science studies. The BOPPS predecessor mission, BRRISON, which stands for Balloon Rapid Response for ISOn) showed that balloon payloads can be a rapid response platform to time critical science opportunity such as was the sun grazing comet, ISOn. While BRRISON demonstrated the rapid response capability, it was not able to make scientific observations due to an anomaly early in the flight. Because of a new set of high value science targets, the favorable landing experienced by the BRRISON hardware, and the need to characterize the viewing and demonstrate the instruments and platform, it was decided to re-fly the hardware in the 2015 Fort Sumner campaign. This paper provides a brief summary of the science and engineering contributions of BRRISON and BOPPS.

BOPPS, for the first time on a balloon flight, demonstrated the imaging improvements realized by a fine-steering mirror incorporated in the visible optical system. The contributions of the BRRISON and BOPPS development and flights are discussed in Section 3 as is a discussion of the instruments used.

A recent report [2] discussed several features of a potential balloon borne platform that, if realized, would enable even more missions and science studies. In addition to larger apertures and better pointing, other desired capabilities are modular design concepts and systems to reduce risk of damage during landings.

The mission level enhancements being developed by NASA’s Balloon Program Office is expected to contribute to new science studies. Longer flights with Ultra-Long Duration Balloons (ULDB’s) as well as the planned launches from more mid latitude sites are two planned capabilities [4] that will offer additional science opportunities.

2. SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF BALLOON BORNE PAYLOADS TO PLANETARY SCIENCE

Potential Advantages of Balloon-based Science Platforms

There are several key factors that allow balloon borne telescopes to make significant scientific contributions and/or support the planetary science community. Some of these include: 1) the space-like viewing environment at the typical 30-35km float altitudes,[5] 2) the potential ability for long duration observations, or a regular cadence/frequent observations of targets, 3) low cost compared to space and airborne missions, 4) potential for rapid response, 5) the ability to repeat missions, 6) ability to easily upgrade instruments and gondola systems, and 7) short-mission cycles allowing for a large number of scientists to participate and get timely science data. Balloon–borne platforms are an excellent platform (especially for early career scientists, engineers, and project managers) to quickly build much needed experience, and get science results. Due to the broad set of expected science questions balloon observations can support and the multitude of targets available, the platform would provide the highest science per dollar return if it were flown multiple times from various locations. This implies that perhaps the best approach is to treat this planetary science platform as robust, reusable, and flexible mission concept rather than a one time “disposable” gondola philosophy often used for other balloon based missions. This unique observatory approach has significant ramifications for the gondola and payload design development and operations, but ultimately the goal is more science, at lower cost and faster return.

Potential Science Summary

Table 1 provides a summary of the planetary science important questions, as described in the 2013 Planetary Decadal Survey,[3] that a balloon-borne telescope could achieve or make significant progress toward. This table is based on a study currently being implemented that considered the “Important Questions” found in the survey report. [2]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Total # of DS “Important Questions”</th>
<th># Answered or significantly addressed</th>
<th>% Addressed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small Bodies</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner Planets</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major Planets</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icy Satellites</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data in Table 1 is based on a number of assumptions on gondola performance, telescope aperture size, instrument capabilities, and so on. None of the assumptions are considered extraordinary, and in fact, much of the science can be done with a system put together from subsystems that have already flown on prior missions. For example, telescopes with a 1m or larger aperture have already flown on stratospheric balloons. Several missions such as Sunrise, STO and BOPPS have demonstrated better than 1” pointing stability. Figure 1 shows how many of the 42 questions referred to in Table 1 can be addressed, at least to some level, with a gondola using a 1m aperture telescope, and pointing at the 1” level.
There is clearly significant science that can be achieved with today’s proven technologies and capabilities.

At a high level, top science measurements for such a platform are imaging applications and infrared spectroscopy. Due to the float altitudes (~120,000'), diffraction limited observations are expected in the visible region with essentially no wave-front errors, and thus can be diffraction-limited. The altitudes also place the telescope above over 99.5 percent of the atmosphere, thus observations are improved at all wavelengths over ground and aircraft assets due to nearly ideal transmission in the mid and thermal infrared and significantly lower downwelling radiance. This combination enables a fundamental new capability over previous earth based observations with measurements in the mid-IR fundamental water and CO₂ bands.

A number of specific science concepts were identified during a workshop held at NASA GRC on this topic and readers are referred to the website at http://microgravity.grc.nasa.gov/SSPO/SP/Balloon_Platform/ for a summary of results and a full list of the initial concepts conceived. An example of a science concept taking advantage of the imaging capabilities discussed is Venus observations to study atmospheric dynamics. Observations of giant planets and other bodies are also good candidates in cases when looking at whole discs or where high spatial resolution is not as critical.

Another important set of science contributions can be made with spectroscopy and addressing composition questions either identifying the existence of species or looking at abundances. A host of airless bodies are prime candidates for this type of science as is Mercury, the Moon, asteroids, icy satellites, and the hugely diverse complement of bodies in the outer solar system. Many concepts revolve around measuring secular variations that are almost uniquely enabled by these platforms over a range of timescales of seconds, to hours, days, months, and even years.

Summaries of potential science objectives have been covered in previous work, and in the remainder of this paper we focus on contributions made with the development of the BRRISON and BOPPS missions flown on September 28th 2013 and September 25th 2014 respectively, both from Fort Sumner, NM.

3. Contributions of the BRRISON and BOPPS Developments and Flights

Contributions of BRRISON

One of the notable contributions of the BRRISON development was demonstration that balloon based platforms can be a tool in the planetary science arsenal for quick response compared to space missions. As interest and attention grows for finding and categorizing Near Earth Objects (NEO’s) [6] and as the science and amateur astronomy communities continue to find exciting new bodies, the need for rapid and repeated deployment of observing capability will increase. Other potential opportunities could be the leveraging of naturally occurring impacts (e.g., Jupiter and comet Shoemaker Levy) for unique opportunities to make compositional and dynamic observations.

In the case of BRRISON, the time critical target was Comet ISON discovered in September, 2012 and which died on November 28th, 2013 upon entering perihelion. This comet, believed to be on its first and perhaps only pass through the solar system from the Oort cloud, offered a unique chance to make abundance measurements of CO₂ and H₂O. Until now, our ability to study this comet would have been exclusively left to observations based on instruments and space assets which have serendipitous instruments and capability to make the desired measurements. Ground assets are generally good candidates for quick response situations, but observations in certain critical bands may not be possible and atmospheric effects may make imaging challenging.

BRRISON demonstrated that balloon platforms have the potential for being a quick response tool. In the case of BRRISON, the mission was enabled by the fact that an existing telescope, with an aperture of .8m, was available for immediate refurbishing and the basic avionics and control systems of a gondola were available to reuse. However, all other aspects of the gondola, including the structure, and most importantly the instrument systems were designed, built and tested specifically for the Comet ISON observing mission. While it is not recommended to rely on serendipitous existing hardware for future quick response opportunities, the BRRISON mission did indeed demonstrate the potential.

The better path toward quick response would be to have, under the NASA Planetary Science Division control, a gondola with flight proven avionics, a highly capable telescope with fine pointing system and a small team experienced with that hardware, available for near term re-deployment. A set of instruments with relatively broad application, like what was defined in the study, [2] may also prove invaluable. Given these basic building blocks a response on the order of months may be realized.
It is not envisioned that this hardware and team would be standing by waiting for an opportunity to arise. Rather the approach is to have planned flights perhaps on annual basis to accomplish competitively selected science goals. However, the same basic hardware and design, and a gondola designed to survive the landings would enable a re-deployment to another target on very short order. The ability to retrieve a balloon payload is therefore another important feature for balloon based missions and something not available with space missions. So when a unique or high value opportunity arises, the science objectives can be redefined and the appropriate instruments can be installed or modified if needed for the new target. Figure 2 shows the BRRISON gondola which was built and launched in less than 9 months by a team from NASA GRC, Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) and the Southwest Research Institute (SwRI).

![Figure 2 – BRRISON Gondola during pre-launch check.](image)

Another important contribution of the BRRISON development effort was the procurement and fabrication of most of the required instruments and optical benches that can serve as a basic instrument suite for future flights. The BRRISON team designed and fabricated a gondola that could hold a 1-m telescope and protect it under normal landing scenarios. Additionally, the development included two optical benches complete with a NUV-Vis and NIR-MIR cameras and filter wheel assemblies. The cameras and supporting systems allow observations from 300 nm to about 5 μm. As can be seen in Figure 3, this captures a significant part of the observations called out in the decadal that a balloon borne telescope is suitable for.

![Figure 3 – Science capture by observing spectrum.](image)

A diagram of the NUV-Vis optics bench, the “UVVis” camera and the fine steering guidance camera used for the BRRISON mission is shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4 – NUV-Vis optical diagram.](image)

A number of significant contributions were made during the pre-launch ground tests and during the ISON (September 2013) flight. Unfortunately the comet ISON was not observed during the flight due to an anomaly that locked the telescope in an unfavorable position before the comet became visible. Hang tests from the ground showed that the gondola’s coarse pointing system could keep a target within a 20” field of view, even in the presence of wind gusts, and further, that the guide camera and FSM could reduce image motion. Uncompensated hang-test images had point spread functions (PSFs) with 3” widths (full-width at half maximum, FWHM), but long exposures with the FSM compensating for pointing errors had PSFs of 1.5”, which is close to the theoretical improvement of a PSF when tip-tilt errors are removed.
One of the objectives of the BRRISON (and also BOPPS) flight was to demonstrate the capability and use of a fine steering mirror system to improve visible imaging of extended targets. This capability will significantly enhance the efficacy of the system for planetary science especially for addressing science goals needing high spatial resolution. A second goal was to demonstrate arcsec level pointing of the gondola and telescope control system to enable the FSM to operate effectively and to provide sufficient stability to make IR spectral measurements without the use of an FSM. The ground testing of this entire system was conducted in conditions that are significantly more severe than what is seen during flights. The gondola pointing control system utilizes a guidance camera to accurately determine pointing errors and then relies on a one or two stage control system to maintain the required pointing precision. The first control stage uses a reaction based system with spinning masses to maintain arcsecond-level azimuth and elevation pointing when at float. Even during strong wind gusts the system on BRRISON ground tests was able to maintain a target to within about 10-15" and under calm conditions maintained better than arcsecond stability. The second stage, embedded into the visible channel only, used a fine guidance camera to actively control a mirror assembly that quickly compensated for motion not taken out by the gondola and telescope pointing control.

**Contributions of the BOPPS mission**

Due to new high-value science targets and the anomaly with the BRRISON flight, which prevented characterization of the instruments, the decision was made to refly the BRRISON hardware correcting the anomaly causes under a new name, BOPPS, because Comet ISON no longer existed. The development effort for BOPPS included a redesign of the telescope stow latch, replacement of the “old” commercial computers with ruggedized new ones capable of operating without a pressure vessel, improved pointing control software, better calibration science instrumentation, and increased system level testing which was simply not possible on BRRISON due to Comet ISON schedule pressures.

BOPPS was launched from Fort Sumner on September 25th, just one day after Comet Siding Spring, considered the prime science target for this mission, came into a viewable altitude above the horizon. Figure 5 shows an interesting perspective of the launch with time lapse mosaic of still images. Along with Comet Siding Spring a number of other targets had been identified and a notional observation timeline was developed. Other observation targets for this date in the launch window included comet PanSTARRS, Comet Jacques, the large asteroids Ceres and Vesta, the planet Uranus, and a number of stars/calibration targets.

Weather conditions delayed launch of BOPPS by approximately 2.5 hours which pushed gondola ‘commissioning’ at float to overlap with the planned Vesta observations so that they would no longer be made. Commissioning the gondola and instruments ensured that all instruments, the telescope and the various sub-systems were functional and responding as expected and to ‘calibrate’ the gondola pointing control system at the temperatures encountered during float. It may be that the sky background during the day was significantly brighter than encountered during flights in Antarctica using these same star cameras. The determination of telescope attitude during daylight hours was slower and ultimately less accurate than predicted. Also, the alignment between the star camera and telescope was different at float than on the ground, as expected again due to operation at a colder temperature at float. Together, though these environmental and alignment differences slowed target acquisition and ability to track during daylight hours. These are tractable issues that can be addressed before any next flight by this or another platform.

The general observing approach was to provide the instrument teams the necessary time to achieve their requirements with the observing windows afforded by the target and within the system constraints. Recall that BOPPS has both a Ultra-Violet/Visible optics bench and instrument (UVVis) (Figure 4) as well as an Infra-red imager (BIRC) (Figure 6) with its own optics bench. The system is designed so that one or the other instrument can operate at a time but not simultaneously. This meant that the observing time needed to be shared by the instruments thereby constraining observation flexibility. Despite these time challenges the science, operations, and engineering teams met all the flights’ Level 1 requirements.

![Figure 5 – Time lapse images of BOPPS launch. (Geoff Brown, JHU-APL)](image)
Figure 6 – Two views of the IR optical bench.
(Light enters at the center of the hexagonal bench, after bypassing the UVVis optical bench, and is bent into the plane of the bench at the first fold mirror. Light is then collimated at the asphere, and after two more fold mirrors, it passes through a CaF$_2$ window, through the nine-position filter wheel, and into the IR camera.)

The first science target observed by BOPPS was the Oort Cloud comet Siding Spring, after which the dwarf planet Ceres was observed and then a second Oort Cloud comet, Jacques, all using the multispectral BIRC instrument. The BIRC instrument is described in detail in Reference [7]. Table 2 summarizes the BIRC observations, showing the sun distance $r_H$ of the target, the Earth distance $\delta$, the solar phase angle, the calibration star employed, and successful detections. R band is in the visible at band center 641 nm. The 2.7 $\mu$m band is for water, and the 4.27 $\mu$m band is for CO$_2$. All three targets were detected at 2.7 $\mu$m and Jacques was also detected at 4.27 $\mu$m.

One of the goals of the BOPPS missions was to characterize how well the gondola pointing system performed in flight. Figure 7 shows that gondola pointing was well below 1 arcsec, the desired target for pointing stability.

Figure 7 – Gondola Pointing Stability at Float Altitude

The UVVIS team was next given time to demonstrate functionality and characterize performance of the fine steering mirror (FSM) system at float conditions. The team selected a target star, Polaris in this case, and explored FSM performance including with and without running the IR system mechanical coolers, as they caused vibrations.

Figure 8 – Guide star positions in azimuth (upper plot) and elevation, both uncorrected (green) and corrected with the FSM (blue). The left-hand side of the plot shows the FSM performance when the cryo-cooler is ON. The cooler was turned off at $t=62$ s, followed by a 7 s damping time.

In the September 2014 BOPPS flight, the UVVis bench was able to take a few image sequences of Polaris during the daytime segment of the flight. The image sequences spanned windows in which the cryo-cooler was turned off for ten or twenty seconds. Figure 8 shows the correction in elevation (EL) and azimuth (AZ) as the cryo-cooler was turned off. The rms pointing errors were 280 mas and 165 mas in AZ and EL, respectively, when the cryo-cooler was ON. The rms pointing errors improved to 33.3 mas and 58.1 mas in AZ and EL when the cryo-cooler was OFF. The overall stability was 66 mas with the cryo-cooler off, surpassing the BOPPS Level-I goal of demonstrating sub-0.1" pointing stability. Figure 8 reflects the improvements of the FSM system affords the UVVis images. It should be noted that this test utilized a position correction control law with a low pass filter at .5 Hz. If a less conservative level of 3 Hz were used the performance is expected to be even better. The need to maintain within BIRC detector specified operating temperatures required that the cooler be turned back on shortly after demonstrating FSM performance at these parameters.

The most desired science observation of the BOPPS flight was IR imaging of Comet Siding Spring. Comet Siding Spring was on a trajectory to pass within 140,000 km of Mars on October 19th, 2014 and a host of NASA assets were engaged in cooperative observations of the Comet. The instruments and the advantageous viewing location allowed BOPPS to offer unique data and science contributions to this observing campaign. Figure 9 are images of Polaris with the same instrument but one taken during ground testing while the other is during float. The improvement in background signal is clear as is the 2+ orders of magnitude improvement in signal intensity reaching the instrument. Figure 9 is a visual example of the significant advantage a balloon-borne observatory offers in terms of viewing quality over ground based assets.

Table 2 summarizes the BIRC observations, showing the sun distance $r_H$ of the target, the Earth distance $\delta$, the solar phase angle, the calibration star employed, and successful detections. R band is in the visible at band center 641 nm. The 2.7 $\mu$m band is for water, and the 4.27 $\mu$m band is for CO$_2$. All three targets were detected at 2.7 $\mu$m and Jacques was also detected at 4.27 $\mu$m.

One of the goals of the BOPPS missions was to characterize how well the gondola pointing system performed in flight. Figure 7 shows that gondola pointing was well below 1 arcsec, the desired target for pointing stability.

Figure 8 – Guide star positions in azimuth (upper plot) and elevation, both uncorrected (green) and corrected with the FSM (blue). The left-hand side of the plot shows the FSM performance when the cryo-cooler is ON. The cooler was turned off at $t=62$ s, followed by a 7 s damping time.

In the September 2014 BOPPS flight, the UVVis bench was able to take a few image sequences of Polaris during the daytime segment of the flight. The image sequences spanned windows in which the cryo-cooler was turned off for ten or twenty seconds. Figure 8 shows the correction in elevation (EL) and azimuth (AZ) as the cryo-cooler was turned off. The rms pointing errors were 280 mas and 165 mas in AZ and EL, respectively, when the cryo-cooler was ON. The rms pointing errors improved to 33.3 mas and 58.1 mas in AZ and EL when the cryo-cooler was OFF. The overall stability was 66 mas with the cryo-cooler off, surpassing the BOPPS Level-I goal of demonstrating sub-0.1" pointing stability. Figure 8 reflects the improvements of the FSM system affords the UVVis images. It should be noted that this test utilized a position correction control law with a low pass filter at .5 Hz. If a less conservative level of 3 Hz were used the performance is expected to be even better. The need to maintain within BIRC detector specified operating temperatures required that the cooler be turned back on shortly after demonstrating FSM performance at these parameters.

The most desired science observation of the BOPPS flight was IR imaging of Comet Siding Spring. Comet Siding Spring was on a trajectory to pass within 140,000 km of Mars on October 19th, 2014 and a host of NASA assets were engaged in cooperative observations of the Comet. The instruments and the advantageous viewing location allowed BOPPS to offer unique data and science contributions to this observing campaign. Figure 9 are images of Polaris with the same instrument but one taken during ground testing while the other is during float. The improvement in background signal is clear as is the 2+ orders of magnitude improvement in signal intensity reaching the instrument. Figure 9 is a visual example of the significant advantage a balloon-borne observatory offers in terms of viewing quality over ground based assets.
After commissioning, capturing and focusing star images, observing Ceres and demonstrating the UVVis and FSM system, the BOPPS team prepared for the short viewing window that opened up when Comet Siding Spring came above the horizon. The comet was expected to be approximately 9.6 magnitude brightness but uncertainty in the residual atmospheric affects and Comet brightness introduced some uncertainty. The team did manage to capture observations of the faint comet as shown in Figure 10. Figure 10 is an image taken by BIRC of Siding Spring through the 2.7 micron narrow-pass filter. The comet is clearly observable in this water emission band.

While BOPPS was not able to observe PanSTARRS because commissioning delays and attitude determination issues during the daytime, another Oort cloud comet, Jacques, was located by the science team and imaged with the BIRC instrument in the early evening.

Figure 11 is an image of Comet Jacques with BIRC using the 4.27 µm filter.

The BOPPS payload survived the landing in good condition despite the 11+g impact at landing. Figure 12 shows the BOPPS gondola as it landed after the flight.

The BOPPS telescope is planned for use on another mission over Antarctica in the winter of 2016.

4. POTENTIAL FUTURE SYSTEM AND ENHANCEMENTS TO ENABLE MORE PLANETARY SCIENCE

As capable as the BOPPS payload is, it will not be able to achieve the breadth of the planetary science that could be realized from stratospheric balloons. As discussed earlier in this paper and in previous work,[2] a baseline system would require a telescope with at least a 1m aperture, a hyperspectral capability in the IR, and a longer mission duration. The BRRISON/BOPPS telescope is 0.8m in diameter. The
telescope and gondola system would need to be light weighted in order to be flown with ultra-long duration balloons, a potential enabler for some planetary science. The BRRISON/BOPPS gondola was not designed to that requirement. For these and similar reasons, a new telescope and gondola will need to be designed and built to achieve the breadth of science that the platform can support.

A project is being formulated at NASA GRC to explore the desired features of a balloon-borne gondola, develop the detailed requirements, and possibly begin implementation to accomplish the goal of addressing the host of science achievable from stratospheric balloons. This effort is currently known as the Gondola for High Altitude Planetary Science (GHAPS) project. The project will leverage the BRRISON and BOPPS missions and hardware to the extent possible, NASA’s Balloon Program Office (BPO) expertise, as well as those of others in government and industry to make this capability available to planetary scientists as soon as possible. This project is still in pre-formulation phase, but some aspects of the ongoing study are available. For example, a concept gondola has been generated in the study.\[2\] The concept utilized the BPO developed Wallops Arc-Second Pointer (WASP) as the pointing system. While WASP was assumed for the concept, there are a number of pointing systems that may be available, including the ones used on BRRISON and BOPPS, as candidates for a GHAPS pointing system, and therefore, an assessment will be conducted by the GHAPS project to determine which pointing system is most suitable for the objectives of the project. Figure 13 depicts a concept (telescope casing and some other hardware removed for clarity) developed under the study.

Figure 13 – Preliminary gondola concept.

In addition to developing requirements for a baseline gondola, the GHAPS project will also assess known needs (and offer design solutions) as the platform evolves to tackle new and more challenging goals. For example, to enable extended observations, especially those requiring day and night views, long flights in mid latitudes will be required. This will necessitate over sea flight with the possibility that the gondola may suffer an ocean landing. The payload will need to be appropriately protected for that scenario.

The GHAPS flight platform will need to be capable of being readily disassembled at its landing site to enable transportation by the recovery vehicles without causing further damage to the gondola, and re-used for at least several missions. Initial trade assessments have been completed on the GHAPS primary structure which will lead to a light-weight flight platform capable of being quickly disassembled, perhaps without the use of tools, in the frigid Antarctic climate. Limiting human exposure time in the Antarctic while being able to break down the GHAPS flight platform and its instruments into manageable packages for loading into recovery aircraft will be a goals for GHAPS development. The challenge will be exacerbated by the requirements for a light-weight structure, and a structure capable of being re-used.

In addition, the vastly different at-altitude thermal environments of different BPO launch sites create unique engineering problems. Antarctic missions experience daylight for the entire mission and see a relatively warm temperature which presents a challenge of keeping temperature sensitive instruments (ex. infrared) cold. In contrast, a mid-latitude flight will see constant day-night cycles that result in stresses on all of the subsystems as both day and night observations are desirable. Power required to protect critical systems after landing, particularly in the harsh Antarctic environment will be an additional driver for the thermal design of the GHAPS flight platform and the power system.

Several other trade assessments have been completed including power management, power generation and storage, power distribution, software, and avionics. All of these assessments will be revisited as top level requirements are finalized, but do serve as further proof of concept for a long-duration balloon-borne observatory.

Initially, the GHAPS flight platform will be designed to protect itself and its science instruments against a worst-case landing on terra firma. The GHAPS team will be assessing various landing systems to protect the flight platform, including crushable pads and deflating air bags. In later incarnations, GHAPS will also provide protection against landing in water and still meet its mission re-use capability. Air bags could provide floatation at sea as well as a cushion for a land impact. Locating beacons and water-tight enclosures may be another challenge that the GHAPS team will need to consider.

There are several other assessments that will be considered as the GHAPS is formulated with the intention that the platform can be enhanced gracefully over time as it accomplishes new and exciting science in tougher operating and landing environments. It is the intent of the GHAPS project that the
science performed by the platform would be competed via an announcement of opportunity. The exact vehicle for this is still being determined.

It should be noted that, as of paper submission, no decisions have been made to fully implement GHAPS or how that implementation may occur.

5. SUMMARY

Prior work [1,2,4] has shown that stratospheric balloon borne gondolas can offer planetary scientists a highly capable platform for exciting new science observations. The platform enables observations in critical bands that are not feasible from the ground or even airplanes. With a balloon borne observatory, this science can be achieved in a very cost effective manner. The platform can offer a capability for extended observations dedicated to planetary science, something not possible from Earth today. Another key attribute, as demonstrated by the BRRISON development, is the quick response capability of this platform.

The BRRISON development was in response to the discovery of comet ISON and the decision to try and make unique observations of the comet as it approached the sun. BRRISON was designed and built in less than nine months and launched from Fort Sumner on September 28th, 2013 leveraging hardware and experience from the APL and SwRI team, and the Solar Terahertz Observatory (STO) mission [8]. The BOPPS mission addressed the anomalies experienced by BRRISON and made unique science measurements of Oort cloud comets and other targets in its one day flight. It also demonstrated the improved viewing conditions in the visible and the improvements possible with a FSM system. The BRRISON/BOPPS missions show that a balloon-borne observatory would be a significant contribution to the planetary science arsenal.

NASA GRC has begun the GHAPS project, the goal of which is to develop detailed requirements and begin developing a gondola that can achieve the host of planetary science addressable from stratospheric balloons. The GHAPS gondola will be designed to fly on ultra-long duration balloons, incorporate a minimum 1-m aperture telescope, and a pointing system capable of controlling the gondola to 1" or better. The BOPPS proven instruments (NUV-Vis through mid- Infrared) are expected to form the basis of the core instrument package available for scientists to use in their observations on first generation flights by the GHAPS gondola. The development effort will consider options for future needs such as more capable instruments, surviving ocean landings and more demanding ground landings, and modular and flexible design and structure to name a few.
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